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There appears to be a growing international consensus
to adopt progressively strict economic sanctions against
Iran to try to compel it to verifiably confine its nuclear
program to purely peaceful uses. In January 2011,
Secretary of State Clinton claimed that sanctions have
accomplished a core objective of slowing Iran's nuclear
program. However, nuclear talks in December 2010 and
in January 2011 made virtually no progress. There has
been little evidence since that Iran's leaders feel
sufficiently pressured by sanctions to offer major
concessions to revive talks or obtain a nuclear deal.
Because so many major economic powers have imposed
sanctions on Iran, the sanctions are, by all accounts,
having a growing effect on Iran's economy. The
sanctions are reinforcing the effects of Iran's economic
mismanagement and key bottlenecks. Among other
indicators, there have been a stream of announcements
by major international firms since early 2010 that they
are exiting the Iranian market. Iran's oil production has
fallen slightly to about 3.9 million barrels per day, from
over 4.1 million barrels per day several years ago,
although Iran now has small natural gas exports that it
did not have before Iran opened its fields to foreign
investment in 1996. The United ...
This book focuses on investigating if economic sanctions
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Read Free Economic Sanctions Against A Nuclear
North Korea An Analysis Of United States And
United Nations Actions Since 1950represent an efficient tool, which could manage to impair
Irans illegal nuclear activities, as well as on researching
the real consequences that the economic sanctions bring
for individual European Union (EU) members and other
relevant countries on the international scene. The
efficiency of sanctions has been evaluated with the help
of certain political and economic variables. The work
includes detailed information on Irans political
background, on EUs trade relation with Iran, on Irans
nuclear program and on sanctions imposed on Iran.
Economic Sanctions Against a Nuclear North KoreaAn
Analysis of United States and United Nations Actions
Since 1950McFarland
In January 2016, North Korea conducted its fourth
nuclear test, exposing the inability of UN sanctions to
prevent the reclusive regime from gradually enhancing
its ballistic missile capabilities and miniaturising a
nuclear warhead. Despite China's past principled
reluctance to agree to UN economic sanctions against its
military ally, and its selective implementation of the
previous sanctions scheme, which has been widely
perceived as the major cause of its ineffectiveness, in
March 2016 China endorsed UN Security Council
resolution 2270(2016). The latter expands significantly
the scope of previous sanctions against North Korea.
China's frustration at its lack of leverage over North
Korea to prevent it from further escalating regional
tensions, combined with the response from Japan, South
Korea and the United States, has compelled it to
endorse tougher sanctions against North Korea as a
means of bringing it back to the negotiation table.
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Read Free Economic Sanctions Against A Nuclear
North Korea An Analysis Of United States And
United Nations Actions Since 1950However, China has emphasised that stiffer sanctions
alone will not be a panacea for the Korean Peninsula's
denuclearisation. China plays a vital role in ensuring a
meaningful impact of the newly adopted sanctions, given
its intense economic relations with North Korea. A
consensus between China and the USA on a common
approach to North Korea which accommodates their
conflicting geostrategic interests would be crucial for
engaging North Korea. But given the latter's staunch
insistence on its status as a nuclear-armed state,
prospects are grim for a resumption of the stalled Six
Party Talks to replicate--under much more complex
circumstances--what was achieved with Iran in 2015.
Iran's nuclear program has generated widespread
concern that Tehran is pursuing nuclear weapons.
Tehran's construction of gas centrifuge uranium
enrichment facilities is currently the main source of
proliferation concern. This book discusses Tehran's
compliance with international obligations. It also
examines the interim agreement on Iran's nuclear
program; the economic sanctions and the authority to lift
restrictions in Iran; and the Iran sanctions.
The effectiveness of economic sanctions as a foreign
policy tool is debated among policymakers. However, a
rising tide of international support for sanctions gives
today's sanctions against the Iranian government more
hope than ever before. With the United Nations Security
Council on board, and a large number of Iran's largest
trading partners extending unilateral sanctions, trade
gaps formed by one country are less likely to be filled by
trade with others. The statistics point in the direction of a
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Read Free Economic Sanctions Against A Nuclear
North Korea An Analysis Of United States And
United Nations Actions Since 1950suffering oil industry in Iran due to a lack of investment in
modernizing its infrastructure. Unemployment and high
inflation continue to put pressure on an already-volatile,
suppressed population. This paper analyzes these
dynamics in the context of answering the question of
what constitutes an environment conducive to sanction
effectiveness and whether sanctions hold promise in the
case of Iran. In the long run, stagnation in the primary
industry of a country cannot be sustained and thus the
most recent round of sanctions, if sustained over time,
has a higher-than-ever chance of success in forcing the
Iranian government to make concessions in its nuclear
program and terrorism support.
The multilateral nuclear accord (Joint Comprehensive
Plan of Action, or JCPOA) provided Iran broad relief from
U.S., U.N., and multilateral sanctions on Iran's civilian
economic sectors, including U.S. secondary sanctions
(sanctions on foreign firms that do business with Iran).
On January 16, 2016, upon International Atomic Energy
Agency (IAEA) certification that Iran had complied with
the stipulated JCPOA nuclear commitments, U.S.
Administration waivers of relevant sanctions laws took
effect, relevant executive orders (E.O.s) were revoked,
and corresponding U.N. and EU sanctions were lifted.
Remaining in place were a general ban on U.S. trade
with Iran; and U.S. secondary sanctions imposed on
Iran's regional "malign activities," its human rights
abuses, its efforts to acquire missile and advanced
conventional weapons capabilities, and the Islamic
Revolutionary Guard Corps (IRGC) and affiliates. Some
additional sanctions on these entities and activities were
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North Korea An Analysis Of United States And
United Nations Actions Since 1950made mandatory by the Countering America's
Adversaries through Sanctions Act (CAATSA, P.L.
115-44), which also increases sanctions on Russia and
North Korea. On May 8, 2018, President Trump
announced that the United States would no longer
participate in the JCPOA and that all U.S. secondary
sanctions suspended to implement the JCPOA would be
reimposed. There is to be an allowed "wind-down period"
of a maximum of 180 days (November 4, 2018), at which
time foreign entities that violate the applicable U.S. laws
might be penalized. U.S. licenses for the sale by Airbus
and Boeing of commercial aircraft to Iran Air and other
Iranian airlines are being revoked. Under U.N. Security
Council Resolution 2231, nonbinding U.N. restrictions on
Iran's development of nuclear-capable ballistic missiles
and a binding ban on its importation or exportation of
arms remain in place for several years. However, Iran
has continued to support regional armed factions and to
develop ballistic missiles despite the U.N. restrictions,
and did so even when strict international economic
sanctions were in place during 2010-2015. The
reimposition of U.S. secondary sanctions will likely harm
Iran's economy, but the degree to which it does so will
depend on the extent to which foreign governments and
companies cooperate with the reimposed sanctions.
During 2012-2015, Iran's economy shrank by 9% per
year, crude oil exports fell from about 2.5 million barrels
per day (mbd) to about 1.1 mbd, and more than $120
billion in Iranian reserves held in banks abroad were
restricted. JCPOA sanctions relief has enabled Iran to
increase its oil exports to nearly presanctions levels,
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Read Free Economic Sanctions Against A Nuclear
North Korea An Analysis Of United States And
United Nations Actions Since 1950regain access to foreign exchange reserve funds and
reintegrate into the international financial system,
achieve about 7% yearly economic growth, attract
foreign investments in key sectors, and buy new
passenger aircraft. The relief from sanctions on Iran's
most vital sectors contributed to Iranian President
Hassan Rouhani's reelection in the May 19, 2017, vote.
Yet, perceived economic inequities and grievances
constituted a key component of the widespread unrest in
December 2017-January 2018. Should the reimposition
of U.S. sanctions harm Iran's economy significantly,
there is substantial potential for Iranian leaders to decide
to cease participating in the JCPOA.
Seminar paper from the year 2020 in the subject Politics
- International Politics - Topic: International relations,
grade: 1,3, University of Applied Sciences Essen,
language: English, abstract: This essay aims to specify
the theoretical basis of sanctions on Iran, afterwards
focusing on the US Sanctions specifically. The history of
the US-Iranian relationship is going to be described.
Another goal is to outline the consequences that these
sanctions have on the USA and Iran, but also on
international trade up to now. This paper is divided into
three sections. The first part explains the theoretical
basis of sanctions including its definition, the different
forms and reasons for sanctions as well as the legal
requirements. In the main part, the US sanctions, its
historical context as well as the goals and consequences
of the US sanctions against Iran are presented. In the
last part, a conclusion is drawn.
United States economic sanctions against North Korea
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North Korea An Analysis Of United States And
United Nations Actions Since 1950began on June 28, 1950, three days after the outbreak of
the Korean War. Since then, the United States, its allies,
and the United Nations have increasingly imposed
economic sanctions against North Korea in an attempt to
destabilize and manipulate the North Korean regime.
This book first provides a thorough historical overview of
U.S. and U.N. sanctions against North Korea since 1950.
Then, several essays propose ways to make such
sanctions more politically effective while limiting their
harmful humanitarian consequences. Finally, the book
discusses the impact of the newest, six-nation
agreement signed in February 2007 which would shut
down North Korea’s nuclear facility in return for
economic aid and a security guarantee. Several
appendices provide brief guides to the history of North
Korea and the country’s nuclear weapons program.
Irans nuclear program has generated widespread
concern that Tehran is pursuing nuclear weapons.
Tehrans construction of gas centrifuge uranium
enrichment facilities is currently the main source of
proliferation concern. This book discusses Tehran's
compliance with international obligations. It also
examines the interim agreement on Iran's nuclear
program; the economic sanctions and the authority to lift
restrictions in Iran; and the Iran sanctions.
Because authoritarian regimes like North Korea can
impose the costs of sanctions on their citizens, these
regimes constitute "hard targets." Yet authoritarian
regimes may also be immune--and even hostile--to
economic inducements if such inducements imply reform
and opening. This book captures the effects of sanctions
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North Korea An Analysis Of United States And
United Nations Actions Since 1950and inducements on North Korea and provides a detailed
reconstruction of the role of economic incentives in the
bargaining around the country's nuclear program.
Stephan Haggard and Marcus Noland draw on an array
of evidence to show the reluctance of the North Korean
leadership to weaken its grip on foreign economic
activity. They argue that inducements have limited effect
on the regime, and instead urge policymakers to think in
terms of gradual strategies. Hard Target connects
economic statecraft to the marketization process to
understand North Korea and addresses a larger debate
over the merits and demerits of "engagement" with
adversaries.
The use of economic sanctions to stem weapons
proliferation acquired a new dimension in the 1990s.
While earlier legislation required the cutoff of foreign aid
to countries engaged in specified nuclear proliferation
activities and mentioned other sanctions as a possible
mechanism for bringing countries into compliance with
goals of treaties or international agreements, it was not
until 1990 that Congress enacted explicit guidelines for
trade sanctions related to missile proliferation. In that
year a requirement for the President to impose sanctions
against U.S. persons or foreign persons engaging in
trade of items or technology listed in the Missile
Technology Control Regime Annex (MTCR Annex) was
added to the Arms Export Control Act and to the Export
Administration Act of 1979. Subsequently, Congress
legislated economic sanctions against countries that
contribute to the proliferation of chemical, biological, and
nuclear weapons in a broad array of laws. This report
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Read Free Economic Sanctions Against A Nuclear
North Korea An Analysis Of United States And
United Nations Actions Since 1950offers a listing and brief description of legal provisions
that require or authorize the imposition of some form of
economic sanction against countries, companies, or
persons who violate U.S. nonproliferation norms. For
each provision, information is included on what triggers
the imposition of sanctions, their duration, what authority
the President has to delay or ...
The use of financial interdiction to disrupt the
development of weapons of mass destruction (WMD)
and their components is an option in the so-called
counterproliferation toolkit. The effectiveness of
economic counterproliferation interdiction operations is
frequently debated; however, counterproliferation
operations have successfully stopped some global WMD
illicit trade. What is unknown is the degree to which
counterproliferation has inhibited further proliferation of
WMD. Understanding the effectiveness of U.S.-led
financial interdiction efforts against Iran's nuclear
weapons program has significant policy implications.
U.S. policy makers need to know whether their current
financial interdiction operations are effective at stopping
or delaying Iran' s nuclear weapon program. Evidence
from the International Atomic Energy Agency indicates
that the current U.S. economic counterproliferation
strategy against Iran's nuclear weapons program failed
to slow down Iran's nuclear program as uranium
enrichment increased despite implementation of further
economic sanctions; however, evidence indicates the
overall counterproliferation strategy eventually brought
Iran to the negotiation table, thus temporarily halting
further nuclear weapons development. The final result of
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North Korea An Analysis Of United States And
United Nations Actions Since 1950U.S.-led economic counterproliferation policy, along with
the use of other counterproliferation tools, ultimately has
been effective at disrupting and temporarily halting Iran's
nuclear weapons program. CHAPTER I -
INTRODUCTION AND METHODOLOGY * CHAPTER II
- BACKGROUND * A. COUNTERPROLIFERATION VS.
NONPROLIFERATION * B. U.S. NONPROLIFERATION
POLICY AND INTERNATIONAL REGIMES * C. U.S.
COUNTERPROLIFERATION POLICY * D. U.S.
COUNTERPROLIFERATION POLICY POST
SEPTEMBER 11, 2001 * E. THE LESSONS OF ABDUL
QADEER KHAN FOR COUNTERPROLIFERATION
POLICY * F. THE NPT AND IRAN * CHAPTER III -
ECONOMIC SANCTIONS AND ENFORCEMENT
AGAINST IRAN * A. REAGAN THROUGH CLINTON
ADMINISTRATIONS * B. GEORGE W. BUSH
THROUGH OBAMA ADMINISTRATIONS * C. P5+1
NEGOTIATIONS WITH IRAN * D. ASSISTANCE TO
AND FROM THE BANKING INDUSTRY * E. THE
PROSECUTION OF THE FINANCIAL INDUSTRY: U.S.
TREASURY DEPARTMENT * F. THE PROSECUTION
OF THE U.S. BANKING INDUSTRY: U.S. JUSTICE
DEPARTMENT * G. U.S. STATE DEPARTMENT
ACTIONS * H. IRANIAN ADAPTATION * CHAPTER IV -
EFFECTS OF FINANCIAL INTERDICTION * A.
IRANIAN BREAKOUT TIMELINES AND CENTRIFUGE
OPERATIONS * B. ECONOMIC SANCTIONS VERSUS
URANIUM DEVELOPMENT * C. EFFECTS OF
ECONOMIC SANCTIONS ON IRAN'S ECONOMY *
CHAPTER V - CURRENT P5+1 AGREEMENT, POLICY
RECOMMENDATIONS, AND CONCLUSION * A.
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North Korea An Analysis Of United States And
United Nations Actions Since 1950POLICY RECOMMENDATIONS * B. CONCLUSION * C.
ADDITIONAL RESEARCH OF ECONOMIC
INTERDICTION EFFECTIVENESS * LIST OF
REFERENCES
Economic sanctions continue to play an important role in
the response to terrorism, nuclear proliferation, military
conflicts, and other foreign policy crises. But poor design
and implementation of sanctions policies often mean that
they fall short of their desired effects. This landmark
study, first published in 1985, delves into the rich
experience of sanctions in the 20th century to harvest
lessons on how to use sanctions more effectively. This
volume is the updated third edition of this widely cited
study. It chronicles and examines 170 cases of economic
sanctions imposed since World War I. Fifty of these
cases were launched in the 1990s and are new to this
edition. Special attention is paid to new developments
arising from the end of the Cold War and increasing
globalization of the world economy. Analyzing a range of
economic and political factors that can influence the
success of a sanctions episode, the authors distill a set
of commandments to guide policymakers in the effective
use of sanctions.
Examines the international support for imposing
progressively strict economic sanctions on Iran to try to
compel it to verifiably confine its nuclear program to
purely peaceful times. This book analyses the unrest in
Syria and the US response to the Syrian government's
crackdown against demonstrators.
Economic sanctions are becoming increasingly central to
shaping strategic outcomes in the twenty-first century.
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Read Free Economic Sanctions Against A Nuclear
North Korea An Analysis Of United States And
United Nations Actions Since 1950They afford great powers a means by which to seek to
influence the behaviour of states, to demonstrate
international leadership and to express common values
for the benefit of the international community at large.
Closer to home, they can also offer a 'middle way' for
governments that apply them, satisfying moderates and
hardliners alike. For some great powers in the multipolar
world order, however, they pose a threat to trading
relationships. They may also serve as a prelude to
military action. With China's international voice growing
in prominence and Russia asserting its renewed
strength, often in opposition to the use of sanctions, it will
be ever more difficult to reach a consensus on their
application. Against this backdrop, knowing what kind of
measures to take and in which scenarios they are most
likely to work is invaluable. This Adelphi focuses on the
different sanctions strategies of the United States, China,
Russia, Japan and the EU, with regard to the unfolding
nuclear crises in Iran and North Korea. It examines how
these measures, designed to marginalise the regimes in
both countries and restrict their ability to develop nuclear
weapons, have also influenced the sanctioning states'
international partners. As such, they are not just a tool of
statecraft: they are potentially an important facet of grand
strategy.
"This thesis examines the usefulness of economic
sanctions in the prevention of the proliferation of
Weapons of Mass Destruction (WMD). Focusing on
nuclear proliferation and utilizing the existing sanctions
literature, this thesis examines three cases where
sanctions played a role in U.S. policy. The cases are
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North Korea An Analysis Of United States And
United Nations Actions Since 1950South Africa, Libya and Iraq, and the thesis’ findings
demonstrate that sanctions are a useful nonproliferation
tool. Further, this thesis delivers several insights into
what factors ensure policy success when using
economic coercion to convince countries to give up their
WMD. Security assurances, for example, can be useful
in using sanctions as a nonproliferation tool. By contrast,
threats of regime change can create disincentives for
leadership to alter WMD-acquisition strategies. This is
especially true when the U.S. Congress adds other
conditions to WMD-specific sanctions. Inconsistencies in
U.S. nonproliferation policy can also motivate states to
acquire WMD, if countries believe Washington has
turned a blind eye to an enemy’s WMD programs. This
thesis takes these insights forward to examine the
evolving sanctions regime against Iran’s nuclear
program. It concludes that, without cautious adjustment
to U.S. policy, these sanctions are likely to
fail."--Abstract.
North Korea’s economic and security policies imperil
both itself and its neighbours. The economy has been
contracting for almost a decade, and the regime appears
unwilling or unable to arrest the decline. Instead,
Pyongyang has resorted to begging for international aid.
This approach alone cannot work: fundamental reform is
needed; without it, the regime cannot survive. In the
meantime, the North’s problems will be destabilising for
the region. Pyongyang has secured short-term
international humanitarian assistance, but in the long
term the South is its best hope for investment and
economic help. Despite Pyongyang’s defensive
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North Korea An Analysis Of United States And
United Nations Actions Since 1950approach to the South, limited commercial arrangements
are in place, and may moderate the North’s policies and
help to ease the unpredictable consequences of
Pyongyang’s collapse. Pyongyang has tried to improve
relations with the US in a bid to ease economic sanctions
and attract investment. However, the nuclear deal
reached with the US in October 1994 – under which the
North agreed to give up its ambiguous nuclear
programme – is in difficulties. In this paper, David Reese
argues that, despite these problems, the North’s
neighbours must persevere with engagement policies. At
the same time, South Korea and the US must maintain
their security posture on the Peninsula. South Korean
President Kim Dae Jung’s attempts to establish
commercial links with the North need time and patience,
and should not be derailed by relatively minor incidents.
Both Seoul and Washington must ensure that they
coordinate their policies to prevent the North from
playing one off against the other. Selectively easing
sanctions on a case-by-case basis could allow the North
to earn desperately needed hard currency. Although it is
difficult for Washington and Seoul to maintain political
support for engagement, both should make further efforts
to draw the North into making significant policy changes.
The US and South Korea should ensure that they involve
the interested regional parties in efforts to draw the North
into the international community. China has a key role to
play in developments on the Peninsula. Both Seoul and
Washington should therefore ensure that they work
closely with Beijing. While historical sensitivities make it
difficult for Japan to play a leading role, Tokyo would be
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Read Free Economic Sanctions Against A Nuclear
North Korea An Analysis Of United States And
United Nations Actions Since 1950central to the North’s economic recovery, and must not
be marginalised. Russia also has a contribution to make
to the broader security guarantees which could develop
from accommodation between North and South.
Ultimately, the course of events on the Peninsula will
depend primarily on the North. Pyongyang shows little
sign of being prepared to engage constructively with the
US and South Korea. As its economy deteriorates, its
options will narrow further. Until domestic forces in North
Korea shift, the US and its allies should expect a
protracted phase of desultory and sometimes
destabilising diplomatic manoeuvres by Pyongyang.
The United States has led the international community in
imposing economic sanctions on Iran, in an effort to
change the government of that country's support of acts
of international terrorism, poor human rights record,
weapons and missile development and acquisition, role
in regional instability, and development of a nuclear
program.
Recent discoveries in psychology and neuroscience
have improved our understanding of why our decision
making processes fail to match standard social science
assumptions about rationality. As researchers such as
Daniel Kahneman, Amos Tversky, and Richard Thaler
have shown, people often depart in systematic ways
from the predictions of the rational actor model of classic
economic thought because of the influence of emotions,
cognitive biases, an aversion to loss, and other strong
motivations and values. These findings about the limits
of rationality have formed the basis of behavioral
economics, an approach that has attracted enormous
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United Nations Actions Since 1950attention in recent years. This collection of essays
applies the insights of behavioral economics to the study
of nuclear weapons policy. Behavioral economics gives
us a more accurate picture of how people think and, as a
consequence, of how they make decisions about
whether to acquire or use nuclear arms. Such decisions
are made in real-world circumstances in which rational
calculations about cost and benefit are intertwined with
complicated emotions and subject to human limitations.
Strategies for pursuing nuclear deterrence and
nonproliferation should therefore, argue the contributors,
account for these dynamics in a systematic way. The
contributors to this collection examine how a behavioral
approach might inform our understanding of topics such
as deterrence, economic sanctions, the nuclear
nonproliferation regime, and U.S. domestic debates
about ballistic missile defense. The essays also take
note of the limitations of a behavioral approach for
dealing with situations in which even a single deviation
from the predictions of any model can have dire
consequences.
Why would one country impose economic sanctions
against another in pursuit of foreign policy objectives?
How effective is the use of such economic weapons?
This book examines how and why the United States and
its allies instituted economic sanctions against the
People's Republic of China in the 1950s, and how the
embargo affected Chinese domestic policy and the Sino-
Soviet alliance.
The use of economic sanctions to stem weapons
proliferation acquired a new dimension in the 1990s.
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North Korea An Analysis Of United States And
United Nations Actions Since 1950While earlier legislation required the cutoff of foreign aid
to countries engaged in specified nuclear proliferation
activities and mentioned other sanctions as a possible
mechanism for bringing countries into compliance with
goals of treaties or international agreements, it was not
until 1990 that Congress enacted explicit guidelines for
trade sanctions related to missile proliferation. In that
year a requirement for the President to impose sanctions
against U.S. persons or foreign persons engaging in
trade of items or technology listed in the Missile
Technology Control Regime Annex (MTCR Annex) was
added to the Arms Export Control Act and to the Export
Administration Act of 1979. Subsequently, Congress
legislated economic sanctions against countries that
contribute to the proliferation of chemical, biological, and
nuclear weapons in a broad array of laws.
U.S. economic sanctions imposed on North Korea are
instigated by that country's activities related to weapons
proliferation, especially its tests since 2006 of nuclear
weapons and missile technology; regional disruptions;
terrorism; narcotics trafficking; undemocratic
governance; and illicit activities in international markets,
including money laundering, counterfeiting of goods and
currency, and bulk cash smuggling. Trade is limited to
humanitarian-related goods. Imports from North Korea
and exports to North Korea of most U.S.-origin goods,
services, or technology are prohibited. The Department
of Commerce denies export licenses for reasons of
nuclear proliferation, missile technology, U.N. Security
Council requirements, and international terrorism.
Financial transactions are prohibited. U.S. persons are
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North Korea An Analysis Of United States And
United Nations Actions Since 1950prohibited from providing financial services for the
purpose of evading sanctions, or from providing financial
services to a person or entity designated for sanctions.
The President, in September 2017, authorized the
Secretary of the Treasury to designate for sanctions any
foreign financial institution that conducts or facilitates
"any significant transaction on behalf of any [designated]
person," or "in connection with trade with North Korea."
North Korea is designated as a jurisdiction of primary
money laundering concern by the Department of the
Treasury's Financial Crimes Enforcement Network
(FinCEN. U.S. new investment is prohibited, and
investment in North Korea's transportation, mining,
energy, or financial sectors is prohibited. North Korea is
also ineligible to participate in any U.S. government
program that makes credit, credit guarantees, or
investment guarantees available. Kim Jong-un, the
Korean Workers' Party, and others-banks, shipping
companies, seagoing vessels, state agencies, and other
individuals affiliated with the state's security regime-are
identified as being among those engaged in illicit and
punishable activities, possibly including nuclear or
ballistic missile programs, undermining cybersecurity,
censorship, and sanctions evasion. As a result, effective
March 15, 2016, any of their assets under U.S.
jurisdiction are frozen, and U.S. persons and entities are
prohibited from entering into trade and transactions with
the designees. From the outbreak of the Korean War in
1950, the United States had imposed fairly
comprehensive economic, diplomatic, and political
restrictions on North Korea. In 1999, however, President
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North Korea An Analysis Of United States And
United Nations Actions Since 1950Clinton announced the United States would lift many
restrictions on U.S. exports to and imports from North
Korea in areas other than those controlled for national
security concerns; the Departments of Commerce,
Treasury, and Transportation issued new regulations a
year later that implemented the new policy. On June 26,
2008, President George W. Bush delisted North Korea
as a state sponsor of international terrorism, and
removed restrictions based on authorities in the Trading
With the Enemy Act and the terrorism designation,
replacing them with more circumscribed economic
restrictions related to proliferation concerns. The U.S.
sanctions are a result of requirements incorporated into
U.S. law by Congress, decisions made in the executive
branch to exercise discretionary authorities, and
obligations placed on member states of the United
Nations by the U.N. Security Council. Though the
President, in accordance with the Constitution, leads the
way in conducting foreign policy, Congress holds
substantial power to shape foreign policy by authorizing
and funding programs, advising on appointments, and
specifically defining the terms of engagement in
accordance with U.S. political and strategic interests.
This report presents the legislative basis for U.S.
sanctions policy toward North Korea. These sanctions
are a critical tenet of the larger bilateral relationship, and
this report highlights Congress's role and responsibility in
determining the nature of U.S.-North Korea relations.
This book examines the usefulness of economic
sanctions in the prevention of the proliferation of
Weapons of Mass Destruction (WMD). Focusing on
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North Korea An Analysis Of United States And
United Nations Actions Since 1950nuclear proliferation and utilizing the existing sanctions
literature, this book examines three cases where
sanctions played a role in U.S. policy. The cases are
South Africa, Libya and Iraq, and the thesis' findings
demonstrate that sanctions are a useful nonproliferation
tool. Further, this book delivers several insights into what
factors ensure policy success when using economic
coercion to convince countries to give up their WMD.
Security assurances, for example, can be useful in using
sanctions as a nonproliferation tool. By contrast, threats
of regime change can create disincentives for leadership
to alter WMD-acquisition strategies. This is especially
true when the U.S. Congress adds other conditions to
WMD-specific sanctions. Inconsistencies in U.S.
nonproliferation policy can also motivate states to
acquire WMD, if countries believe Washington has
turned a blind eye to an enemy's WMD programs. This
book takes these insights forward to examine the
evolving sanctions regime against Iran's nuclear
program. It concludes that, without cautious adjustment
to U.S. policy, these sanctions are likely to fail.
This work provides an analysis of North Korea's nuclear
controversy from a variety of perspectives, including:
nuclear reactor technology and technology transfer;
economic sanctions and incentives; confidence-building
measures; environmental challenges; and the views of
Korea and the major powers.
This book provides an overview of U.S. led sanctions
being imposed on Iran. There is broad international
support for imposing progressively strict economic
sanctions on Iran to try to compel it to verifiably confine
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North Korea An Analysis Of United States And
United Nations Actions Since 1950its nuclear program to purely peaceful uses. However,
there is not a consensus on how effective the sanctions
are on core Western goals. In January 2011, Secretary
of State Clinton claimed that sanctions have
accomplished a core objective of slowing Iran's nuclear
program. But, nuclear talks in December 2010 and in
January 2011 made virtually no progress, suggesting
that Iran's leaders do not feel sufficiently pressured by
sanctions to offer major concessions to obtain a nuclear
deal. Because so many major economic powers have
imposed sanctions on Iran, the sanctions are, by all
accounts, harming key sectors of Iran's economy by
reinforcing the effects of Iran's economic
mismanagement.
What if there were to be a nuclear war, where would it
be? The U.S. government believes North Korean leader
Kim Jong Un has up to 60 nuclear weapons. The United
States, the only country to have used them in combat in
human history, has 6,800 nuclear warheads. China has
270 warheads, and Russia has 7,000. There are 149,354
nuclear warheads in the world. Nuclear reactors are
almost like nuclear bombs when they were hit. All of the
world people has already watched it at Fukushima,
Japan, in 2011. There are 443 nuclear reactors in the
world. If one of them explodes by any possibility, it gets
out of control. It's right here. The Korean Peninsula!
Here’s a surprising and perhaps scary fact. Kim Jong un
and Trump have the authority to launch nuclear missiles.
President Trump promised to meet leader Kim Jong Un.
Many experts are coming up with denuclearization
measures. We can split it into several ways. To solve the
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North Korea An Analysis Of United States And
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President Trump want to dismantle all of north korean
nuclear on Libya style denuclearization. But all of the
world people watched Gaddafi's tragic death. Or he
could ask leader Kim to hand all of nuclear arsenal over
that he has. It's the denuclearization method that
Ukraine, Bellarush and Kazakh did. The proposal was
also broken when Russia entered Crimea.The two
precedents are already impossible for the United States.
It's time for new ideas. Fortunately, we still have the Iran
style nuclear deal. In short, the "Iraq nuclear agreement"
is an international agreement between Islamic Republic
of Iran and the 5 permanent members of the United
Nations Security Council, plus Germany and the
European Union, in Vienna in July 14, 2015 to resolve
the Iran nuclear crisis. The official name is the Joint
Comprehensive Plan of Action. Simply, the lifting
economic sanctions against Iran in exchange for giving
up its nuclear program. The Trump administration has
made further demands. Iran's President Hassan Rouhani
said "We will adhere to our commitments made". Libya,
Ukraine and Iran all signed the agreement with U.S. It
was the most powerful inter-country commitment in the
international community. All the nuclear countries
participated. It couldn't have been better. Why did it fail?
Now let's take a look at South Africa. It's the only
successful case of denuclearization. South Africa has
given up nuclear weapons on its own. How would it be
nice if Trump and Kim Jong un came up like this?
However, South Africa and the north korea are in a very
different situation. South African history tell us. The white
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United Nations Actions Since 1950government committed heinous racism. The white
government developed nuclear weapons with the help of
Israel to escape the Soviet threat. In this situation, white-
racist apartheid regime had to give the nuclear bombs to
Mandela, the black men regime. Only 10% of the
population were white people. White and black lived in a
very different world. In other words, two very different
countries shared the same land. Frederick de Klerk, the
last president of the apartheid-era dismantled nuclear
program. It was inconceivable to hand over nuclear
arsenal to the black people. Nobody hands weapons
over to the enemy. It's inconceivable. In addition, there
were other countries that weren't afraid to use nuclear
bombs. It's the extreme right white power. It was
inconceivable to hand over nuclear arsenal to the
terrorist. In South Africa, black and white conflicts are still
intense. The Kim Jong un regime, on the other hand, will
not change. All the agreements have been destroyed
according to international situations. If the regime had
been disturbed, Kim would not have suggested a
meeting. Kim Jong un already has nuclear weapons and
he also has a research staff with development
experience. No one can take Kim Jong un's nuclear
weapons. We must only wait for Kim Jong un's sincere
actions. Is it really the only way? The United Nations is
the only truly authentic organization in the world. When a
nuclear war breaks out, there are no winners or losers.
Without exception all die. To solve the danger of nuclear
war, we have to actually build up the strength of the
United Nations.
This book is a must for those who deal with United
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sanctions regulations. Written as a user's manual rather
than an academic or historical treatise, it covers in
considerable detail - but in language that is intelligible to
non-lawyers as well as lawyers - the Commerce
Department's controls on: exports of commercial; 'dual-
use' (having both commercial and military utility) and low-
level military items; the State Department's controls on
higher-level military items; the Treasury Department's
approximately thirty different economic sanctions
programs; the Nuclear Regulatory Commission's controls
on nuclear-related commodities; and the Energy
Department's restrictions on assistance to foreign
nuclear programs. Given the authors' decades of
experience with these regulations, the book not only
explains the legal rules but also offers advice - not
necessarily reflected in the regulations themselves -
about how to interpret the regulations and deal with the
regulators.
International sanctions on Iran's key energy and
financial sectors harmed Iran's economy and
arguably contributed to Iran's acceptance of
restrictions on expanding its nuclear program in
exchange for modest sanctions relief. The interim
nuclear "standstill" agreement (Joint Plan of Action,
JPA) began implementation on January 20, 2014,
and has been extended twice (until June 30, 2015)
to allow time to translate it into a comprehensive
nuclear agreement. The economic pressure of
sanctions included the following: Iran's oil exports
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United Nations Actions Since 1950decreased to about 1 million barrels per day (mbd) at
the end of 2013-far below the 2.5 million barrels per
day Iran exported during 2011. Iran's economy
shrank by about 5% in 2013 as Iran's private sector
reduced operations and many of its loans became
delinquent. Sanctions have constricted Iran's ability
to procure equipment for its nuclear and missile
programs and to import advanced conventional
weaponry. However, the sanctions have not halted
Iran's provision of arms to the Assad government in
Syria, the Iraqi government, or to other pro-Iranian
factions in the Middle East. Nor have sanctions
altered Iran's repression of dissent or monitoring of
the Internet. The JPA has provided Iran with some
sanctions relief, made possible by waivers and
suspensions of provisions of several U.S. sanctions
laws and executive orders. The core-and the most
readily quantifiable component-of the sanctions relief
is $700 million per month in access to hard currency
from oil sales. Iran is also able to access about $65
million per month in additional hard currency to
provide to educational institutions for Iranians
studying abroad. The JPA caps Iran's oil exports at 1
mbd but does not cap experts to its oil customers of
oil products such as condensates. Iran appears to be
increasing exports of condensates to compensate for
the limitations on crude oil sales. The JPA suspends
sanctions on Iran's auto manufacturing sector and on
its sales of petrochemicals, although activity in these
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United Nations Actions Since 1950sectors does not appear to be producing nearly as
much revenue as was estimated. The JPA sanctions
relief has halted further economic deterioration but
not stimulated any dramatic economic rebound, to
date. And, the fall in oil prices since June 2014 has
introduced additional uncertainty to Iran's economy.
Some assess that Iranian leaders need a
comprehensive nuclear deal to achieve the
economic improvement demanded by the
population. By all accounts, a comprehensive
nuclear agreement, if reached, will entail significant
easing of U.S. and third country sanctions on Iran-
particularly those sanctions that reduced Iran's oil
exports and limit its access to the international
financial system. The Administration has said that
substantial sanctions relief under a comprehensive
deal would be provided, but that comprehensive
sanctions relief would be stepwise as Iran fulfills the
terms of an agreement. Although it might be able to
act on its own authority to suspend most sanctions
on Iran, the Administration has said it would work
with Congress on long-term sanctions relief in the
event of a final nuclear deal. Most observers assess
that additional U.S. sanctions are likely to be
proposed, and perhaps enacted, if negotiations on a
comprehensive settlement break down. See also
CRS Report RL32048, Iran: U.S. Concerns and
Policy Responses, by Kenneth Katzman; CRS
Report R43311, Iran: U.S. Economic Sanctions and
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Rennack; and CRS Report R43492, Achievements
of and Outlook for Sanctions on Iran, by Kenneth
Katzman.
Successive Administrations have used sanctions
extensively to try to change Iran's behavior.
Sanctions have a substantial effect on Iran'?s
economy and on some major decisions, but little or
no effect on Iran'?s regional malign activities. During
2012-2015, when the global community was
relatively united in pressuring Iran, Iran'?s economy
shrank as its crude oil exports fell by more than 50%,
and Iran had limited ability to utilize its $120 billion in
assets held abroad. The 2015 multilateral nuclear
accord (Joint Comprehensive Plan of Action, or
JCPOA) provided Iran broad relief as the Obama
Administration waived relevant sanctions, revoked
relevant executive orders (E.O.s), and corresponding
U.N. and EU sanctions were lifted. Remaining in
place were a general ban on U.S. trade with Iran and
sanctions on Iran'?s support for regional
governments and armed factions, its human rights
abuses, its efforts to acquire missile and advanced
conventional weapons capabilities, and the Islamic
Revolutionary Guard Corps (IRGC). Under U.N.
Security Council Resolution 2231, nonbinding U.N.
restrictions on Iran?'s development of nuclear-
capable ballistic missiles and a binding ban on its
importation or exportation of arms remain in place for
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United Nations Actions Since 1950several years. Iran has defied the Resolution by
continuing long-standing support for regional armed
factions and development of ballistic missiles. Iran
was able to pursue these policies even when strict
international economic sanctions imposed significant
harm to its economy during 2010-2015. JCPOA
sanctions relief enabled Iran to increase its oil
exports to nearly pre-sanctions levels, regain access
to foreign exchange reserve funds and reintegrate
into the international financial system, achieve about
7% yearly economic growth (2016-17), attract
foreign investment, and buy new passenger aircraft.
The sanctions relief contributed to Iranian President
Hassan Rouhani's reelection in the May 19, 2017,
vote. However, the economic rebound did not
prevent sporadic unrest from erupting in December
2017. On May 8, 2018, President Trump announced
that the United States would no longer participate in
the JCPOA and that all U.S. secondary sanctions
would be reimposed by early November 2018. The
reinstatement of U.S. sanctions has driven Iran?s
economy into mild recession as major companies
exit the Iranian economy rather than risk being
penalized by the United States. Iran?s oil exports
have decreased significantly, the value of Iran?s
currency has declined sharply, and unrest has
continued, although not to the point where the
regime is threatened. But, the European Union and
other countries are trying to keep the economic
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persuade Iran to remain in the accord. To that end,
in January 2019 the European countries created a
trading mechanism (Special Purpose Vehicle) that
presumably can increase trade with Iran by
circumventing U.S. secondary sanctions. On
November 5, 2018, the Administration granted six-
month exceptions to eight countries that the
Administration asserts significantly reduced oil
imports from Iran-including to China and India even
though the two countries combined continued to
import over 1 million barrels per day of Iranian crude
oil in October. The economic difficulties have
prompted Iranian hardliners to urge reconsideration
of Iran's continued adherence to the JCPOA.
The United States has led the international
community in imposing economic sanctions on Iran,
in an effort to change the government of that
country's support of acts of international terrorism,
poor human rights record, weapons and missile
development and acquisition, role in regional
instability, and development of a nuclear program.
This report identifies the legislative bases for
sanctions imposed on Iran, and the nature of the
authority to waive or lift those restrictions. It
comprises two tables that present legislation and
executive orders that are specific to Iran and its
objectionable activities in the areas of terrorism,
human rights, and weapons proliferation. It will be
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United Nations Actions Since 1950updated if and when new legislation is enacted, or, in
the case of executive orders, if and when the
President takes additional steps to change U.S.
policy toward Iran. Other CRS reports address the
U.S.-Iran relationship, including a comprehensive
discussion of the practical application of economic
sanctions: CRS Report RS20871, Iran Sanctions, by
Kenneth Katzman. See also CRS Report R43333,
Iran: Interim Nuclear Agreement and Talks on a
Comprehensive Accord, by Kenneth Katzman, Paul
K. Kerr, and Mary Beth D. Nikitin; CRS Report
R43492, Achievements of and Outlook for Sanctions
on Iran, by Kenneth Katzman; CRS Report
RL32048, Iran: U.S. Concerns and Policy
Responses, by Kenneth Katzman; and CRS Report
R40094, Iran's Nuclear Program: Tehran's
Compliance with International Obligations, by Paul
K. Kerr.
Some states have violated international
commitments not to develop nuclear weapons. Yet
the effects of international sanctions or positive
inducements on their internal politics remain highly
contested. How have trade, aid, investments,
diplomacy, financial measures and military threats
affected different groups? How, when and why were
those effects translated into compliance with non-
proliferation rules? Have inducements been
sufficiently biting, too harsh, too little, too late or just
right for each case? How have different inducements
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unintended and unforeseen effects? Why are self-
reliant autocracies more often the subject of
sanctions? Leading scholars analyse the anatomy of
inducements through novel conceptual perspectives,
in-depth case studies, original quantitative data and
newly translated documents. The volume distils ten
key dilemmas of broad relevance to the study of
statecraft, primarily from experiences with Iraq,
Libya, Iran and North Korea, bound to spark debate
among students and practitioners of international
politics.
This volume contains a review of evidence to assess
whether sanctions work, to assess what determines
their success and to assess why their effectiveness
has declined. It looks at the uses of economic
sanctions since 1914 and evaluates the
effectiveness of sanctions as a policy tool. It contains
11 case studies of different countries which each
include a chronology; the sanctioning country's
objectives; the target country's response; the roles
played by important third countries; relevant
economic data and a calculation of costs; and an
assessment of the outcome.
Since World War I, the popularity of using economic
sanctions by western nations to influence the
behavior of states not conforming to international
norms has increased. The end of the Cold War
renewed the zeal within the international community
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United Nations Actions Since 1950and unleashed a wave of new sanctions during the
1990s that earned it the "Sanctions Decade" title.
Questions regarding the success of recent sanctions
to influence Iraq, Haiti, Iran, and North Korea have
fueled the debate among scholars and diplomats
regarding the effectiveness of economic sanctions.
This paper will summarize some of the key theories
of economic sanctions along with criteria for
successful implementation as learned from lessons.
How sanctions have been applied towards Iran and
North Korea will be presented along with an
evaluation of their effectiveness to date. These two
case studies will be examined by applying theory,
practice, and historical context to evaluate and make
recommendations regarding the continued use of
economic sanctions to persuade North Korea and
Iran to abandon their nuclear ambitions. Are
economic sanctions useful in forcing the modification
of a nation's behavior? Has globalization of the
world's economies made sanctions ineffective except
in minor disagreements? Are the US and UN left with
only the military option to dissuade the proliferation
of nuclear weapons? Unfortunately recent cases
increasingly indicate that successful application of
sanctions is becoming a rare outcome. Economic
sanctions are currently the instrument of choice by
western nations to influence or modify the behavior
of actors deemed not meeting accepted norms set
by the international community. The use of sanctions
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War I, peaking in the 1990s. This paper will review
the relevant theories on the application of economic
sanctions as a tool of national power and their
effectiveness in achieving success. The theories and
lessons will be applied to analyze the effectiveness
of the current sanctions imposed against Iran and
North Korea in order to identify if success can be
expected by maintaining the current course. The
commonalities and differences between the two case
studies will be highlighted and recommendations to
change implementation in order to improve the
possibility of success will be provided. Economic
Sanction Theory Economic sanctions represent one
tool available as nations exercise their instruments of
national power, generally categorized in terms of
diplomatic, military, informational, and economic, to
influence the behavior of other actors in the pursuit
of national objectives. The popularity of sanctions
has risen in the twentieth century for a variety of
reasons. The scar of World War I left many with a
desire of never again using military force. World War
II, nuclear weapons, and the Cold War provided
further incentives to find other tools beside military
force. Many saw the collapse of the Soviet Union,
leaving the US as the sole remaining super power,
as fertile ground for increased use of sanctions.
The statement "Sanctions don't work" is an often-
heard refrain. The reality, though, is more complex.
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United Nations Actions Since 1950Sanctions--mostly economic but also political and
military penalties aimed at states or other entities to
alter political and/or military behavior--almost always
have consequences; sometimes desirable, at other
times unwanted and unexpected. What cannot be
disputed, though, is that economic sanctions are fast
becoming the policy tool of choice for the United
States in the post-Cold War world. Indeed, economic
sanctions are increasingly at the center of American
foreign policy as a policy tool to resolve several
issues: to stem the proliferation of weapons of mass
destruction, promote human rights, discourage
aggression, protect the environment, or thwart drug
trafficking.Drawing heavily on eight case
studies--Iraq, Iran, the former Yugoslavia, Haiti,
Pakistan, China, Libya, and Cuba--this book
presents lessons to be learned from recent American
use of economic sanctions. It also provides specific
guidelines designed to shape future decisions by
Congress and the executive branch.
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